Save up to 85% with the Child Care Subsidy

Bookings Now Open!

1300 072 410 www.TheirCare.com.au

Save up to 85% with the Child Care Subsidy
**See the Stars – Monday 29 June**

Today we will be joined by special guests who will take us on a trip of galactic proportions as you discover Virtual Reality (VR) worlds without needing to leave the school. Then create cute bubble print aliens and join in a game of football.

Feature Activity: Space VR Incursion

Additional Activities: Bubble print aliens, football, zip zop zap game plus time to choose your own adventure.

As low as $11.74 with the Child Care Subsidy. Full Fee $78.25. Suburb Avg $21.91.

**3,2,1... Blast Off – Tuesday 30 June**

Get ready to blast off on an adventure across the galaxy. We’ll start the session off by creating astronaut gear and mission patches, then prepare our rockets for blast off as we launch balloon rockets and take part in some team building challenges.

Feature Activity: Astronaut Costumes & Mission Patches

Additional Activities: Balloon rockets, red rover game, team building challenges, Uno competition plus time to choose your own adventure.

As low as $9.00 with the Child Care Subsidy. Full Fee $60.00. Suburb Avg $16.80.

**Free Falling – Wednesday 1 July**

Today we will be designing our own model of our solar system which you can hang in your room. The fun then continues with crayon resistant space art.

Feature Activity: Solar System Model

Additional Activities: Skipping, galaxy cookies, snakes & ladders plus time to choose your own adventure.

As low as $10.24 with the Child Care Subsidy. Full Fee $68.25. Suburb Avg $19.11.

**Out of this World! – Thursday 2 July**

Are you ready for some bouncing fun? Today we will be joined by the team at Fit Kids Australia as they bring their bubble balls battles with them. Jump inside your own inflatable bubble as we take part in some fun activities which will see you bouncing off each other.

Feature Activity: Bubble Balls Battles

Additional Activities: Bubble ball battles, soccer, origami, space murals plus time to choose your own adventure.

As low as $11.74 with the Child Care Subsidy. Full Fee $78.25. Suburb Avg $21.91.

**It's in our DNA – Friday 3 July**

Today we will be looking inside our body to explore the wonder of human body. You can look forward to building a mechanical hand, a DNA model using kitchen items and prepare rice paper rolls for a healthy lunch treat.

Feature Activity: Mechanical Hand

Additional Activities: Rice paper rolls, handprint art, dress up challenges, flip books plus time to choose your own adventure.

As low as $9.00 with the Child Care Subsidy. Full Fee $60.00. Suburb Avg $16.80.
Earth Warriors - Monday 6 July

Today we will be looking at how we can sustainably support our home planet for generations to come through fun activities inspired by Dr. Seuss's The Lorax. The fun continues by baking some amazing Earth cookies, then we will hit the courts to play a game of Basketball.

Feature Activity: Lorax Activities
Additional Activities: Earth cookies, recycling games, basketball, sustainability challenges plus time to choose your own adventure.

As low as $9.00 with the Child Care Subsidy. Full Fee $60.00. Suburb Avg $16.80.

Growing Minds - Tuesday 7 July

Get ready to stretch and improve your flexibility as we will be joined by the team at Sumati who teach us some fun yoga poses. Then build your own solar clocks which you can leave outside to tell the time using the sun.

Feature Activity: Yoga Incursion
Additional Activities: Solar clocks, asteroid belt dodgeball, silhouette crafts plus time to choose your own adventure.

As low as $11.74 with the Child Care Subsidy. Full Fee $78.25. Suburb Avg $21.91.

Buzzing With Excitement - Wednesday 8 July

Build your buzz wire then attempt to guide the metal hook along your course without touching the wire! If you do touch the wire you will complete the circuit, making the LED light up and the buzzer sound.

Feature Activity: Buzz Wire Activity
Additional Activities: Grass heads, fruit rocket skewers, down ball plus time to choose your own adventure.

As low as $10.24 with the Child Care Subsidy. Full Fee $68.25. Suburb Avg $19.11.

Welcome to the Star Lab - Thursday 9 July

Orbiting 400 kilometres above the earth is the International Space Station, a science lab dedicated to learning more about the world around us without the effect of gravity. Today we will be exploring chemical reactions using bath bombs and rainbow foam.

Feature Activity: Bath Bombs
Additional Activities: Rainbow foam fun, nail polish marble art, cricket, moon dust plus time to choose your own adventure.

As low as $9.00 with the Child Care Subsidy. Full Fee $60.00. Suburb Avg $16.80.

Stargazing - Friday 10 July

Build your own star projector which will light up your room at night. What you draw is up to you whether it be an unexplored planet, a map of the cosmos or even cool new aliens.

Feature Activity: Star Projectors
Additional Activities: Limbo, paper plate flying saucers, connect four plus time to choose your own adventure.

As low as $10.24 with the Child Care Subsidy. Full Fee $68.25. Suburb Avg $19.11.
# What to Bring

## Food
- A healthy morning tea and lunch such as fruits, wholemeal sandwiches and dips. For lunchbox ideas visit [http://heas.health.vic.gov.au/schools/healthy-lunchboxes](http://heas.health.vic.gov.au/schools/healthy-lunchboxes). Please do not include items which need to be reheated.
- Due to the risk of anaphylaxis items containing nuts should not be included in the lunchbox.
- Breakfast and afternoon tea will be provided.

## A drink bottle
- Water will be available all day to refill the bottles.

## Hat
- A SunSmart hat similar to the one worn at school.
- Sunscreen will be provided throughout the day.

## Appropriate clothing
- Clothing suitable for an active day, including closed toe shoes and a jacket if it is predicted to be wet or cold.

## Devices
- We encourage children to be active and engage with their peers so personal electronic devices such as phones, iPads, laptops and game consoles should be left at home.
- These devices will remain the families responsibly throughout the session, including for any loss or damage.

## Medical Management plans
If your child has been diagnosed with a medical condition, we are required under the Education & Care regulations to have a completed medical action/management plan, along with any medication which may be required available at the service at all times during your child’s attendance. Blank copies of the medical plans can be accessed through your medical practitioner or from the TheirCare service. In the interests of the child’s safety, care may be refused on the day should the appropriate documentation or medication not be supplied or is incomplete.

If you have any questions, please feel free to speak with one of our friendly educators at the service or call us on 1300 072 410.

## Changes to booking
We understand that your needs may change in the lead up to your attendance at the Holiday Program. Whether you need to add an additional day to keep the kids busy or cancel a day to suit your schedule, we’re there for you.

Simply log into your Fully Booked account anytime to make the relevant changes or give us a call on 1300 072 410 between 8:30 am to 6:00 pm on weekdays.

As we plan our programming, suppliers and educators in advance to the day to ensure that the children have lots of fun. Any changes made within the 5 days of booking will incur a $10.00 charge.

When making additional bookings, the $10.00 is eligible for the Child Care Subsidy, which means you may only need to pay the gap, depending on your families’ circumstances.

If you have any questions, please feel free to speak with one of our friendly educators at the service or call us on 1300 072 410.

---


Please Note: BYO lunch and morning tea. Breakfast and afternoon tea provided. Please ensure your child has a drink bottle.